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International ICOs May Not Be Safe From The SEC
By John Reed Stark

Think an initial coin offering is safe from U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission scrutiny and investigation because it originated outside of U.S.
borders? Think again.

Simply originating an ICO from a foreign jurisdiction may not be sufficient
to avoid the long (and global) reach of U.S. federal securities laws — and
the current ICO dragnet of the SEC’s new cyber unit.

Background

ICOs, the method by which startups or other parties can issue
cryptographic tokens in an effort to fund or bootstrap a new blockchain
network, got hit by a double whammy when the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission made two key announcements in September 2017.

First, the SEC announced the formation of a new cyber unit to target violations involving
distributed ledger technology and ICOs as part of a new effort to fight cybercrime. The new cyber
unit, chartered among other things, to police ICOs, is already up and running and well-staffed
with seasoned SEC professionals.

Second, the SEC created a retail strategy task force to "develop proactive, targeted initiatives to
identify misconduct impacting retail investors, including to pursue "misconduct perpetrated using
the dark web," where bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are used to pay for illicit goods. This new
team was established to "apply the lessons learned from [past securities fraud] cases and
leverage data analytics and technology to identify large-scale misconduct affecting retail
investors."

Together, the new SEC’s cyber unit and retail task force have set their sights on the ICO
marketplace, which is rife with possible securities law violations, has grown exponentially in the
last year, and involves primarily traditional retail investors.

Last week, the SEC’s new cyber unit initiated its first official ICO enforcement action — and it was
a powerful opening salvo. Specifically, the SEC announced it obtained an emergency asset freeze
to halt a fast-moving ICO fraud that raised up to $15 million from thousands of investors by
falsely promising a 13-fold profit in less than a month.

The SEC filed its charges against a recidivist Quebec securities law violator, Dominic Lacroix, and
his company PlexCorps, alleging that they marketed and sold securities called PlexCoin to
investors in the U.S. and elsewhere, claiming that investments in PlexCoin would yield a 1,354
percent profit in less than 29 days. The SEC also charged Lacroix's partner, Sabrina Paradis-Royer,
in connection with the scheme. Robert Cohen, the newly appointed chief of the SEC’s cyber unit,
had this to say about his team’s first action:

This first Cyber Unit case hits all of the characteristics of a full-fledged cyber scam and is
exactly the kind of misconduct the unit will be pursuing. We acted quickly to protect retail
investors from this initial coin offering's false promises.
 

Speaking at a conference in Washington a few days later, SEC Chairman Jay Clayton reinforced
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Speaking at a conference in Washington a few days later, SEC Chairman Jay Clayton reinforced
the cyber unit’s ICO mission and jurisdiction, noting that:

... [I]n ICOs you are asking people for their money for you to take

and use in a commercial endeavor with the prospect of increasing the

value of that piece of the distributed ledger ... I see very little

distinction — or any — between that and handing someone a piece of

paper that says stock.

This week, the SEC filed an administrative action against a California-based company selling
digital tokens to investors to raise capital for its blockchain-based food review service. The
company, Munchee Inc., halted its ICO after being contacted by the SEC, and agreed to an order
in which the commission found that its conduct constituted unregistered securities offers and
sales.

According to the SEC’s order, before any tokens were delivered to investors, Munchee refunded
investor proceeds after the SEC intervened. Munchee was seeking $15 million in capital to
improve an existing iPhone app centered on restaurant meal reviews and create an “ecosystem” in
which Munchee and others would buy and sell goods and services using the tokens. The company
communicated through its website, a white paper and other means that it would use the proceeds
to create the ecosystem, including eventually paying users in tokens for writing food reviews and
selling both advertising to restaurants and “in-app” purchases to app users in exchange for
tokens.

Co-director of enforcement Stephanie Avakian touted the cyber unit's second ICO enforcement
action, stating:

We will continue to scrutinize the ICO market vigilantly for improper offerings that seek to
sell securities to the general public without the required registration or exemption. In
deciding not to impose a penalty, the Commission recognized that the company stopped the
ICO quickly, immediately returned the proceeds before issuing tokens, and cooperated with
the investigation.

Asked by reporters if the SEC will investigate and prosecute other ICOs, Clayton has noted
ominously: "If people continue to ignore the securities law, yes." In other words, while the SEC’s
PlexCorps and Munchee enforcement actions may have been the first ICO prosecutions brought by
the SEC’s new cyber unit, they will clearly not be the last.

ICOs Peddled Outside of U.S. Borders

According to the cryptocurrency statistics website Coinschedule, a grand total of 234 projects
have raised almost $3.7 billion through ICOs in 2017 alone — with no slowdown in sight. Given
these startling statistics, together with the chaotic and unregulated nature of the embryonic, novel
and crazed ICO marketplace, there will likely be a lot of SEC attention to, and SEC enforcement
actions against, ICO purveyors and participants.

But while many ICO investors are now concerned that their ICO tokens could be impacted by a

future SEC enforcement action, other ICO promoters and investors may believe their ICO
investments are beyond the reach of the SEC’s tentacles, because their ICOs emanate from
outside of U.S. borders. This view is sorely misguided.

SEC jurisdiction actually goes far beyond U.S. borders, impacting investment opportunities
purveyed from anywhere at any time. U.S. federal securities laws are oddly idiosyncratic and
drafted as laws of inclusion, rather than exclusion. In other words, the U.S. federal securities laws
boldly apply to everyone in the world, with exceptions being available to the extent the person or
organization in question does not actually transact in the U.S. or with U.S. persons or companies.



Thus, “going offshore” might not provide ICO participants with a U.S. regulatory escape hatch,
especially if U.S. persons can purchase tokens in the ICO or if there is potential for post-issuance
trading of ICO tokens to persons in the U.S. The primary trigger for SEC jurisdiction will likely be
whether the ICO is being offered and sold to U.S. investors. For instance, if an ICO is soliciting
and accepting U.S. investors, and there are assets of the ICO in the U.S., the SEC can seek to
freeze those assets, choking the economic life out of an ICO.

Hurdles to International SEC Prosecutions

Despite the ease of its jurisdictional assertion, the SEC still has many hurdles to the actual
enforcement of its jurisdiction over offshore ICOs. Merely because the SEC can assert jurisdiction
over a foreign ICO does not always mean the SEC can take meaningful action against its offshore
purveyors, promoters, curators, sponsors and the like.

Given the many problems associated with investigating and prosecuting offshore entities, from
serving subpoenas to locating assets to extradition, the SEC must work with international
authorities using present treaties, memorandum of understanding, and other formal and informal
international agreements. This kind of multijurisdictional effort takes extraordinary resources and
thoughtful commitment by multiple government departments and agencies, at a time when law
enforcement resources are already strained by budget cuts and other more pressing priorities (like
combating terrorism).

Along these lines, SEC officials boast that the list of cooperating countries with the SEC continues
to expand and “the level of cooperation and coordination among regulators and law enforcement
worldwide is on a sharply upward trajectory.” In fact, newly appointed SEC enforcement co-
director Steven R. Peikin recently noted that:

In the past fiscal year alone, the Commission has publicly acknowledged assistance from 19
different jurisdictions in FCPA matters. And, one need look no further than two recent,
substantial cases that were resolved globally: (i) a settlement that we, the U.S. Department
of Justice, and authorities in the Netherlands and Sweden reached with Teliasonera, and (ii)
the coordinated Brazilian-Swiss-U.S. resolutions with Braskem.

Indeed, a recent analysis of SEC cases done in cooperation with the Harvard Law School Forum
concluded the following:

Whether in the context of information-sharing to pursue parallel investigations in more than
one jurisdiction or simply through the production of materials by a foreign regulator to the
SEC under the auspices of a bilateral or multilateral memorandum of understanding (MOU),
the SEC has proven itself quite adept at forging cooperative relationships with many of its
overseas counterparts. [This effort] has resulted in real, tangible cooperation and
assistance.

The SEC also faces the logistical problem of somehow freezing or otherwise securing investor
funds that are held in a virtual currency, existing only in the ether. Virtual currency wallets are
encrypted, and unlike money held in a bank, brokerage account or other traditional financial
institution, virtual currencies may not be held by any kind of third-party custodian. In fact,
traditional financial institutions (such as banks) often are not involved with ICOs or virtual
currency transactions, making it more difficult even to follow the flow of money and trace it — let
alone, obtain any kind of asset freeze.

Certain Relevant SEC International Prosecutions

Although the hurdles for SEC international prosecutions and asset freezes remain significant, the
SEC has nonetheless obtained some fairly significant results pertaining to securities violations
orchestrated overseas.

1. Account Takeover Cases

Consider, for example, the recent SEC brokerage “account takeover” cases, which typically involve
foreign perpetrators unlawfully accessing (often via cyberattack) the brokerage accounts of
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foreign perpetrators unlawfully accessing (often via cyberattack) the brokerage accounts of
unwitting victims and making unauthorized trades to artificially affect the stock prices of various
companies the perpetrators already own. The cyberattacker of these frauds profits by trading in
the same securities in his own accounts and taking advantage of the artificial stock prices that
resulted from the unauthorized trades placed in the victims’ accounts.

One recent SEC account takeover enforcement action actually involved a trader’s efforts to
conceal his unlawful profits using bitcoin to launder the proceeds. Specifically, the SEC alleges that
day trader Joseph Willner and other accomplices, secretly and without authorization, hacked at
least 110 brokerage accounts of unwitting accountholders in a scheme based on a profit-sharing
arrangement. To make the payments as part of the cooked-up arrangement, Willner allegedly
transferred proceeds of profitable trades to a digital currency company that converted U.S. dollars
to bitcoin and then transmitted the bitcoins as payment.

In some account takeover cases, the SEC obtained asset freezes of perpetrators without even
knowing the perpetrator’s identity. For instance, back in 2007, the SEC Office of Internet
Enforcement froze the assets of an account takeover scheme held in a Latvia-based bank's U.S.
trading account, which resulted in millions of dollars being returned to victims.

The SEC, by working with U.S. criminal prosecutorial agencies, can sometimes even help capture
the culprits of offshore securities fraud schemes. For example, also back in 2007, the SEC Office
of Internet Enforcement led the charge against three Indian nationals for participating in a
fraudulent scheme to manipulate the prices of at least 14 securities through the unauthorized use
of other people's online brokerage accounts.

Specifically, the SEC alleged that, between July and November 2006, Jaisankar Marimuthu,
Chockalingam Ramanathan and Thirugnanam Ramanathan hijacked the online brokerage accounts
of unwitting investors using stolen usernames and passwords. Prior to intruding into these
accounts, the defendants acquired positions in the securities of at least 13 issuers and options on
shares of another issuer.

Then, without the account holders' knowledge, and using the victims' own accounts and funds, the
defendants placed scores of unauthorized buy orders at above-market prices. After these
unauthorized buy orders were placed, the defendants sold the positions held in their own accounts
at the artificially inflated prices. These transactions created the appearance of legitimate trading
activity and pumped up the share price of the 14 securities.

The SEC further alleged that on several occasions, the defendants opened new online brokerage
accounts using stolen personal information, and then funded these accounts using hundreds of
thousands of dollars taken from the account holders' own bank accounts.

Parallel to the SEC action, the U.S. Department of Justice initiated a global fugitive hunt for the
three defendants and succeeded in extraditing and prosecuting two of them. Specifically,
Marimuthu was arrested on Dec. 20, 2006, by the Hong Kong police on charges of computer
fraud, money laundering, and possession of equipment to make a false instrument; extradited to
the U.S. following his conviction there; and eventually sentenced to 81 months in prison and also
ordered to pay $2.4 million in restitution.

Thirugnanam Ramanathan was similarly arrested by authorities in Hong Kong on Jan. 26, 2007,
pursuant to a U.S. provisional arrest warrant; eventually pled guilty to one count of conspiracy to
commit wire fraud, securities fraud, computer fraud and aggravated identity theft; and was
sentenced to two years in prison. Co-defendant Chockalingham Ramanathan was charged with
one count of conspiracy, eight counts of computer fraud, six counts of wire fraud, two counts of
securities fraud, and six counts of aggravated identity theft but apparently evaded authorities and
remains at large.

2. Unknown Purchaser Cases

Historically, the SEC has actually brought prosecutions against defendants who, because of their
international domicile, are unknown. For example, the SEC brings cases against unknown foreign
defendants when the SEC discovers indications of unusual trading in an account at a broker-dealer
firm but does not have the name of the account holder. The SEC then often tries to freeze the



account so that the holder cannot escape with the profits.

These cases demonstrate that trading in the U.S. markets through foreign accounts does not
shield foreign nationals from SEC scrutiny and potential liability. In each of these unusual
prosecutions, the SEC works closely with international regulators to quickly bring an insider
trading case that involves internationally domiciled perpetrators.

The SEC brought one of the first of these international matters more than 20 years ago in 1995,
freezing several million dollars and filing insider trading charges against unknown traders who
bought CBI Industries stock just days before Praxair Inc. announced a takeover bid for the
company. The SEC announced the lawsuit just hours after CBI, a carbon dioxide and industrial gas
producer, rejected the $2.1 billion takeover bid as "inadequate." At the time, the identities of the
investors were purportedly protected by secrecy laws in Switzerland and Germany, where they
placed the stock purchase orders through Swiss and German banks that maintained accounts with
United States broker-dealers.

The SEC ultimately determined the identities of the unknown purchasers, who were part of a
group of Zurich and Lichtenstein companies trading through Swiss and German markets, and
obtained final judgments against all of the individuals and companies involved, while also
depositing the asset freeze proceeds in the Court Registry Investment System for eventual
disgorgement to aggrieved investors.

Another similar SEC action occurred in 2008, when the SEC filed insider trading charges against
unknown individuals accused of making suspiciously well-timed purchases of call options in two
companies before the companies announced multibillion-dollar mergers. The matter involved
certain suspicious trading by “one or more unknown purchasers,” including the purchase of call
option contracts to buy shares of defense company DRS Technologies and American Power
Conversion Corp, a power and cooling services company. DRS was in a pending deal to be
acquired by Italy’s Finmeccanica Spa for $3.94 billion, while American Power was bought by
French engineering group Schneider Electric SA for $6.1 billion. Through an account at UBS AG in
Zurich, the SEC alleged that the purchasers made “well-timed purchases” of call options of DRS
and American Power that yielded profits of about $3.3 million.

The SEC ultimately identified the defendant as a resident of Rome. Toni Chion, who led the SEC
investigation, proclaimed boldly after the SEC filing:

In today's global markets, we will act quickly and decisively against violations of the U.S.
securities laws, no matter where that conduct occurs, to protect our securities markets and
investors.

The international flair of the SEC continued in late 2010, when the SEC obtained an asset freeze
and other relief against unnamed investors who bought Wimm-Bill-Dann Foods stock, in the days
before PepsiCo agreed to buy the Russian beverage maker. The SEC noticed that the investors'
stock purchases “were highly profitable and suspicious'' and obtained an asset freeze on the
proceeds of the relevant trades. The SEC’s asset freeze order secured more than $6 million
dollars, which the SEC eventually kept as part of a settlement from one of the defendants, who
was ultimately identified as a British Virgin Islands corporation.

Specifically, the unknown buyers acquired 400,000 American depositary receipts in Wimm-Bill-
Dann from Nov. 29 to Dec. 1. Pepsi announced the deal, in which it paid $3.8 billion for a 66
percent stake, on Dec. 2. The Russian company's shares spiked 28 percent on the day of the
announcement.  As a result, the unknown purchasers were in a position to realize total profits of
approximately $2.7 million from the sale of the ADRs. The shares were purchased in an account
maintained at SG Private Banking, the Swiss banking unit of Societe Generale, and the trade
orders were routed through Instinet Europe, and Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. was the
custodian of the shares.

In a more recent similar matter in 2013, the SEC obtained an emergency asset freeze in a Zurich-
based trading account that was used to reap more than $1.7 million from trading in advance of a
public announcement about the acquisition of H.J. Heinz Co. by Berkshire Hathaway and 3G
Capital. Sanjay Wadhwa, who led the SEC investigative team, stated at the time:
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Despite the obvious logistical challenges of investigating trades involving offshore accounts,
we moved swiftly to locate and freeze the assets of these suspicious traders, who now have
to make an appearance in court to explain their trading if they want their assets unfrozen.

In another 2013 enforcement action, SEC v. Well Advantage Ltd. and Certain Unknown Traders,
there is an even more tenuous connection to the U.S. market. This matter involved the activities
of Well Advantage, a company incorporated in the British Virgin Islands and headquartered in
Hong Kong.

According to the SEC, Well is indirectly owned by Zhang Zhi Rong, a Hong Kong businessman with
close ties to China National Offshore Oil Corp. In July 2012, CNOOC announced that it had agreed
to acquire Nexen. Prior to the announcement, Well and a number of other then-unknown traders
stockpiled Nexen shares, which were liquidated shortly after the announcement. Alleging unlawful
insider trading, the SEC obtained a series of emergency asset freezes in the Well Advantage
matter, ultimately freezing a total of $44 million. As in the Heinz matter, the SEC took its initial
action within days of the announcement of the Nexen deal, and less than 24 hours after Well sold
off its position.

The SEC's investigation ultimately identified Chinese businessman Ren Feng and his wife Zeng
Huiyu as the previously unknown traders, as well as Ren's private investment company CT Prime
Assets Limited and four of Zeng's brokerage customers on whose behalf she traded. The scheme
yielded a combined $2.3 million in illegal profits from Nexen stock trades made by Ren and Zeng
and the traders paid more than $3.3 million combined to settle the matter.

3. Prime Bank Cases

Another successful area of international SEC enforcement initiatives pertains to so-called prime
bank instruments, which involve the sale of bogus instruments purporting to represent a European
secondary market for stand-by letters of credit (a wholly fictional concoction). Many of the original
purveyors and promotors of prime bank instruments reside offshore but also employed U.S.
operators who warehouse their fraudulent proceeds in U.S. banks and brokerage houses, which
render them subject to judicially obtained SEC asset freezes.

For example, in one prime bank SEC prosecution from 2013, the SEC alleged that attorney
Bernard H. Butts Jr. acted as an escrow agent to enable Fotios Geivelis Jr. and his purported
financial services firm, Worldwide Funding III Ltd., to defraud approximately 45 investors out of
more than $3.5 million they invested in a trading program that never actually existed. Geivelis
touted returns of €6.6 million for investors within 15 to 45 business days on an initial investment
of $60,000 to $90,000, assuring investors that their funds would remain in an escrow account
until Worldwide Funding acquired the bank instruments necessary to generate the promised
returns. Butts instead had allegedly been doling out investor funds almost as soon as they were
received to enrich himself and others, spending the money on such personal expenses as travel
and gambling.

Final Thoughts

Though challenging and resource-intensive, the SEC does have options for filing charges against
internationally orchestrated ICOs. For instance, with respect to offshore ICOs, the SEC can easily
assert jurisdiction, seek asset freezes of any related U.S. funds, and work with criminal authorities
to obtain extradition and arrest of culprits in cooperating countries.

Thus, foreign ICO firms, marketers and promoters should at least be prepared for how they will
respond to a cross-border regulatory SEC investigation, whether in the form of an SEC subpoena
(or, an asset freeze order from a U.S. federal court) by carefully analyzing the intersection of a
foreign request or court order with local banking, privacy and consumer protection laws in the
various jurisdictions in which they operate. ICO firms that plan their possible response to
regulatory issues before they arise will be far better-positioned to handle them when they occur
than those who put off consideration of such cross-border complexities until a problem arises.

It is also important to note that the SEC prosecutions against the Latvian Bank, the three Indian
nationals in Hong Kong, and a range of prime bank fraud cases were all led at the time by the
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SEC’s Office of Internet Enforcement, which was shut down in a reorganization in 2010, but as
mentioned above, has now been reopened as the new “cyber unit” by Clayton.

Now that the new SEC cyber unit is fired up, and the SEC has once again dedicated specialized
resources to cyber matters, perhaps the SEC’s appetite for more complex cases will reawaken,
and the new group will venture to pursue internationally orchestrated unlawful ICOs that impact
U.S. investors and markets.

Thus, international ICO participants should not allow themselves a false sense of comfort from
their non-U.S. domicile — because as the SEC Office of Internet Enforcement proved during its
prime, where there is a will, there is a way.
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